Scientifically known as “Sedum Kamtschaticum”, or perhaps commonly as “Kamchatka Stonecrop”, Evergreen Kirinsou is a strong succulent plant. Through selective breeding, Evergreen Kirinsou is a new type of plant, that as its name suggests keeps its leaves all throughout the year. Evergreen Kirinsou is a Registered Seed (Plant Patent).

Features of Kirinsou

1. **No need to water**
   - Only a little water is necessary for planting.

2. **Low maintenance & Evergreen**
   - You can get cheap beautiful scenery.

3. **Strong in the hot and also in the cold.**
   - Survivable temperature -40°C ~ +50°C

Actual situation & Problem in Botswana (Gaborone)

- It is bad green less landscape & Often dust because green is small.
- In order to maintain the lawn must be watered three times a week.
  - It is using a huge cost to buy a large amount of water.

The maintenance expense is very cheap compared with other plants such as turf.
Actual example by Kirinsou in Japan

Kirinsou active in a variety of locations. (Rooftop, Wall, Concrete slope, Dam, Road, Freeway, Others)

Green Project in Africa

Cheap and easy to implement the greening by using the Kirinsou. Able to build easily green often environment.
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Botswana (Gaborone) Office

Suite 4, third floor Central Square Lot 54354 New CBD Gaborone

Concordia Club General incorporated association

1-5-13 Shiba Minato-ward Tokyo 105-0014, Japan

Tel.+813-3453-0385 Fax.+813-3453-0382

Contact : t_takemoto@concordiaclub.or.jp 090-7222-9070

www.kirionsou.com